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GET OFF LIVE COMEDY
The latest news and updates ...

Hello all,
We thought we’d pop you an email to give you an
update on what we’re doing and for those of you who
are new to us it’s a chance to introduce ourselves
and reiterate our mission statement. This is
essentially like those round robin emails posh
families send but you don’t have to feign interest in
our GCSE results.

INFO@GETOFFLIVECOMEDY
.CO.UK

We are Get Off Live Comedy, at present we are a
small board doing essentially all the tedious
paperwork so we can launch with all our ducks in a
row when gigs start moving again. Remember gigs?
Get Off Comedy is an Industry born and funded HR
that's aims to eradicate Sexual Harassment within
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Live Comedy. It’s a big job but we think with the
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(declaration? diary entry?) we can do it.

support of everyone reading this newsletter

The current board meets with our HR firm on a
weekly basis to work through our considerable to do

GETOFFLIVECOMEDY.CO.UK

list. This small group is working on a voluntary basis
around work and family commitments (and two
concurrent series of Ru Paul’s Drag Race) we wanted
to drop you all an email by way of an update so you
can see just how far we’ve come.
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In order to make the organisation
relevant and industry led we held 4
sets of focus groups with a diverse
group of comedians and promoters.
It was heartening to see that
everyone has a common goal to
remove sexual harrassment from our
circuit, we truly think there is a
commitment from all sides to
bettering our industry. We might
even do this in person one day and
if so, there will be biscuits, we’re
not monsters.

We’ve met with a specific charity that deals with
supporting survivors and victims of abuse to ensure
that we have an adequate system in place to refer
victims and perpetrators, where needed.
We’ve taken extensive legal advice - that was a dry
afternoon. We’re now far better informed as a board,
as the legal side of sexual harassment is murky and
easily compromised by mishandling. We now feel
confident in delivering advice on the best steps for
venues and victims to take. Common sense and the
law aren’t always easy bedfellows so we want to make
sure that victims, promoters, venues etc are
protected should a case be pursued legally.
We have a holding website, soon to be populated and
we’d like to thank Neil Jollie at Hilarity Sites for that.
Our logo at the top of this page has been designed by
the very talented Matt Reed.
We’re confident we’ve investested more money in the North East comedy scene than the
government this past year.
Our website is: http://getofflivecomedy.co.uk/
Kiri tried to buy GetOff.co.uk but that’s already being used by the creative and industrious
poronography industry.
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We have taken lengthy and detailed advice on what structure Get Off Comedy should take. We
think to be focused and industry led the best fit is a Community Interest Company. Being a CIC
means that we’re a social interest company and any “profits” we make that are deemed to be
surplus are to be donated to a benefactor, we have elected the charity Rape Crisis to receive
our surplus. We even have a bank account now, very official. Thus far it’s only had money move
out of it - we had an initial donation to use as a seed fund - but we hope in the near future we
should have venue and booker subscription fees heading into it as well as money raised with
some fundraisers, more on that later.
Since establishing we have had much interest from the media - Woman’s Hour, The Guardian,
The Independent etc. All the outlets have expressed an interest in follow up pieces to see how
the scheme is implemented and the industry response - particularly from venues and
promoters. We get frequent press requests so it would be great to delegate some of this to
venues who have keenly backed the scheme - you get to sing the praises of your venue and
industry and Kiri and Nina can go back to swearing at strangers for money! Do let us know if
you’d be comfortable speaking to the media in the future.
We’re in the later stages of establishing now which is
really exciting. We’re finalising the sexual
harassment policy for members as well as a guide to
procedure if an act of sexual harrassment occurs. We
intend to supply members with a package of HR
resources that will support them in dealing with the
reality of managing harassment. The means tested
subscription fee will cover this as well as regular and
targeted training. We want to offer regular HR sexual
harassment drop-ins and will gauge interest from our
focus groups as to their content.
Members who contribute financially and regularly (at
least twice a year) engage with the training will be
issued with a kitemark and their club will be listed on
our website.
We’re seeing more and more engagement from comedy fans on this issue with many of them
asking for a “name and shame” policy as they don’t want to financially support organisations
or individuals who they deemed to be at odds with their own morality. However, this is not
the approach we’re looking to take. We’d much rather focus and promote a list (or map if we
can make it that fancy) of clubs and venues who are engaged in the fight against sexual
harassment than focus on the perpetrators. We want cultural change not cancel culture.
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As a CIC it is important we have
clear goals and that we are
accountable to them, our end goal is
a cultural, long lasting change in
terms of sexual harassment. Our
dream is, we make ourselves
redundant in a few years as live
comedy ceases to have blind spots
in the relation to sexual harassment.
Oh, and also a teasmaid that cooks
bacon but let’s start with this first.

We are in the process of appointing a diverse and
experienced board who will set our yearly goals as an
organisation. If you think you know anyone who would
make an enthusiastic and experienced board member
or trustee please do let us know.
We’re looking for individuals who have a passion for
making our industry a safer place. If you have a
background in advocacy, working with survivors,
human resources or an affiliated field and think you
can attend regular meetings we’d love for you to
consider applying to be on our board or as a
consultant. You can send a cv and statement
outlining your desire to give your time to Get Off
Comedy to info@getofflivecomedy.co.uk

To ensure that Get Off Live Comedy’s goals are actual and not speculative we’ve decided to
conduct an industry wide survey about sexual harassment in live comedy. This will allow us
to produce statistics that are accurate and contemporary, the idea being that we can see
where problems occur and measure how effective we are in dealing with at present and
moving forward we can see if Get Off Comedy can increase that satisfaction and efficiency.
We believe if we are equipped with measurable metrics we can be held accountable as an
organisation as well as being able to track improvements to keep a keen eye on what has
worked. Furthermore, regular annual surveys will allow us to keep the dialogue moving with
the media - sexual harassment doesn't dissapear when we stop talking about it but the will
to eradicate it can.
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Comedians we’ve spoken to are
passionate about creating a shift in
the industry and many have already
offered up their services at a gala
event and fundraisers. We’re keen to
do some lovely big fundraisers to
supplement Get Off Comedy’s
income - in reality we’re not sure of
running costs as operationally it’s
low but we already have a backlog of
victims and survivors who are
looking for support so we anticipate
a bit of a deluge when we open.

It’s not a money making scheme for Nina and Kiri to escape the Cayman Islands - that’s the
joy of being a CIC and us working as unpaid board members, plus Nina is very fair skinned so
burns easily.
If you’d like to hold a fundraiser at your club - we’d love a presence nationally - do let us
know.
We’re also about to conduct the final round of focus groups, if you’d like to be involved in
your capacity as a promoter/booker/venue or a performer please let us know.
You might wonder how you can support us outside of this, well like everyone else we’re on
social media so if you’d like to give us a follow that would be great.
GETOFFCOMEDY
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WE'RE TOO OLD FOR THAT

Please note we do not monitor these accounts inboxes for HR related enquiries.
Promoters, venues and bookers - to join the scheme and make comedy safer for everyone,
Email info@getofflivecomedy.co.uk now.
Thanks to people who’ve offered their talents to support us. You’re a lovely bunch and
beware, we have a long memory when it comes to calling in favours.
Thanks for reading this and sorry we’ve been quiet - you wouldn’t believe how many days
we’ve been on hold to the council for.
Cheers,
The Get Off Comedy Team.

